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How to connect points of multiple and random points

together I'm new to GIS, and I've been exploring various
scripts in QGIS to use in my work. I'm in the process of
studying a few approaches for creating a few shapefiles
that will be used as the basis of several other shapefiles.

I've recently discovered GRASS and have been able to run
some scripts that work well. I've worked with GDB and

GRASS as well, but we've all learned that you can quickly
get swamped with the amount of output from GRASS. I

have a dataset of about 20,000 points and they are in the
South Pacific ocean. I want to connect the points together

based on their proximity and degree of separation. I've also
created a view that will pull up the locations of all 20,000
points. I'm working in QGIS and am comfortable with the
GRASS commands, but I'm wondering if there is a way to
connect all of these points (there are about 4-6 sets of

points, each with varying degrees of proximity and different
distances between points) together. I was thinking I could

create a separate features, load this dataset from my
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database, use GRASS to rasterize the points, and then use
GRASS to connect all of the points together. Is this the most

practical approach? A: I have recently started to use the
GRASS library, and I needed to create a shapefile to classify

roads and streets through the rasterization process and
create separate features in QGIS that can be added as the
basis of a layout in a different GIS system. This is what I
came up with using the CONNECT GRASS command; #

CONNECT all points v.concat input=land_points
output=land_points_connects distance=1 intersect=yes #

SELECT ALL BETWEEN a Point 6d1f23a050
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